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Although real�scale Semantic Web applications� such as Knowledge Por�
tals and E�Marketplaces� require the management of voluminous resource
metadata� su�ciently expressive declarative languages for metadata created
according to the W	C RDF�S standard� are still missing� Answering to this
need� we have designed a typed� functional query language� called RQL�
whose novelty lies in its ability to smoothly combine schema and data query�
ing� The purpose of this chapter is to present RQL�s formal data model and
type system and illustrate its expressiveness by means of exemplary queries�
RQL�s formal foundations capture the RDF�S modeling primitives and pro�
vide a well�founded semantics for a declarative query language involving re�
cursion and functional composition over complex description graphs�

��� Introduction

In the next evolution step of the Web� termed the Semantic Web ����� vast
amounts of information resources �data� documents� programs� etc�� will be
made available along with various kinds of descriptive information� i�e�� meta�
data� TheResource Description Framework �RDF� ������ ���� constitutes
part of the activity coordinated by the World Wide Web Consortium �W�C� for
the management �encoding� exchange and process� of metadata as any other
Web data� The objective of RDF is to enable the de�nition of resource descrip�
tions in a formal� interoperable and humanly readable way via appropriate
languages� without making any assumption about the application domain or
the structure of the described information resources� More precisely� RDF
provides i� a Standard Representation Language ������ for metadata based on
directed labeled graphs � in which nodes are called resources �or literals� and
edges are called properties � ii� a Schema De�nition Language �RDFS� �����
for creating vocabularies of labels for these graph nodes �called classes� and

� For brevity� we denote as RDF�S the RDF Model�Syntax and Schema Speci��
cations in their whole
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edges �called property types�� and iii� an XML ����� syntax for expressing
metadata and schemas in a form that is both humanly readable and machine
understandable� The most distinctive feature of RDF is its ability to super�
impose several descriptions for the same information resources in a variety of
application contexts �e�g�� advertisement� recommendation� copyrights� con�
tent rating� push channels� etc��� Furthermore� metadata de�nitions can be
exchanged� reused and extended� thus facilitating the automatic processing
of resource descriptions on the Web�
Yet� the representation alone of resource metadata is not enough� Hu�

man information consumers as well as Semantic Web�aware agents have to
use and query them� It becomes evident that managing voluminous RDF de�
scription bases and schemas with existing low�level APIs� �mostly �le�based�
does not ensure fast deployment and easy maintenance of Semantic Web ap�
plications ���	�� Still� we want to bene�t from database technology in order
to support declarative access and logical�physical RDF data independence� In
this way� Semantic Web applications have to specify in a high�level language
only which resources need to be accessed� leaving the task of determining how
to e�ciently store or access the descriptions to the underlying RDF database
engine�
The design of RQL ������ ���
� has been motivated by the above issues�

Based on the formal graph data model presented in Section ����� and on the
type system presented in Section ����	� RQL de�nes a set of basic queries
and iterators� which can be used to build new complex queries� as demon�
strated in Section ��	� The smooth combination of RQL schema and data
path expressions is a key feature for satisfying the needs of a wide�spectrum
of Semantic Web applications�

��� The RQL Data Model

The RDF�S data model is based on the notion of �resource�� Everything�
concept or object� available on the Web or not� can be modelled as a resource
uniquely identi�ed by a Universal Resource Identi�er �URI� ������ In general�
we can distinguish resources into tokens � classes and metaclasses by taking
into account the abstraction layer to which they belong� i�e�� their ability
to contain members� More speci�cally� we can distinguish three abstraction
layers� In the lower abstraction layer� the data layer� we have the descrip�
tions of individual information resources� These descriptions can be stated in
XML ������ For instance� lines ����� of the example below illustrate how one
can state in RDF that �a� the resource with URI �r� is both �i�e�� multiple
classi�cation� a Cubist �lines ������ and Sculptor �line ��� and �b� it has

� For example� GINF 
www�db�stanford�edu��melnik�rdf�api�html�� RADIX

www�mailbase�ac�uk�lists�rdf�dev�����������	�html� and Jena 
www�
uk�hpl�hp�com�people�bwm�RDF�jena�
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two properties �i�e�� attribution� paints with values the resources �r� and �r��
which are instances of Painting �lines � and ���� It should be stressed that
the same RDF resource description can be expressed in a variety of equiva�
lent syntactic forms using� for instance� XML attributes �like paints� instead
of XML elements� �at �as Sculptor� versus nested XML elements �as Cu�
bist�� etc� This fact motivates further the need for an RDF�S query language
abstracting the various XML syntactic variations of resource descriptions�

� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Artist���
� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Artifact���
	 �rdf�Property rdf�ID��creates��

 �rdfs�domain rdf�resource���Artist���
� �rdfs�range rdf�resource���Artifact���
 ��rdf�Property�
� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Painter���
� �rdfs�subClassOf rdf�resource���Artist�����rdfs�Class�
� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Painting��
�� �rdfs�subClassOf rdf�resource���Artifact�����rdfs�Class�
�� �rdf�Property rdf�ID��paints��
�� �rdfs�subPropertyOf rdf�resource���creates���
�	 �rdfs�domain rdf�resource���Painter���
�
 �rdfs�range rdf�resource���Painting���
�� ��rdf�Property�
� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Sculptor��
�� �rdfs�subClassOf rdf�resource���Artist�����rdfs�Class�
�� �rdfs�Class rdf�ID��Sculpture��
�� �rdfs�subClassOf rdf�resource���Artifact�����rdfs�Class�
�� �rdf�Property rdf�ID��technique��
�� �rdfs�domain rdf�resource���Painting���
�� �rdfs�range rdf�resource�

�http���www�w	�org������XMLSchema�string���
�	 ��rdf�Property�
�
 �Cubist rdf�about���r���
�� �paints��Painting rdf�about���r������paints�
� �paints��Painting rdf�about���r	�����paints�
�� ��Cubist�
�� �Sculptor rdf�about���r����

To accommodate the de�nition of valid description labels� RDF is en�
hanced with a Schema De�nition Language �RDFS� ����� at a higher abstrac�
tion layer which can also be expressed in XML� At the schema layer� classes
represent abstract entities referring collectively to sets of similar tokens and
properties represent attributes or relationships among classes� In lines 	�� of
the above example� we can see the declaration of the property �rdf�Property�
creates� having the classes �rdfs�Class� Artist �line �� and Artifact �line �� as
its domain �rdfs�domain� and range �rdfs�range� respectively� Furthermore�
using the the core RDF�S property rdfs�subClassOf �or rdfs�subPropertyOf ��
labels can be organized into taxonomies carrying inclusion semantics� Note
that� in contrast to object�oriented data models ������� properties can also
be organized into subsumption hierarchies� For example� class Painter is a
subclass of class Artist �lines ����� while property paints re�nes the prop�
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erty creates �lines ������ Although not illustrated in our example� multiple
specialization is also possible�
In a nutshell� properties can be inherited �e�g�� the property creates can be

used for the description of resource �r��� are unordered and optional �e�g�� the
property technique is not used� and they can be multi�valued �e�g�� we have
two paints properties�� Moreover� resources can be multiply classi�ed under
di�erent schema constructs using the basic RDF property rdf�type �e�g�� �r���
Due to this mechanism� we can describe a resource using properties from
several classes not necessarily related through a subsumption relationship�
This way� a resource can be described from many �viewpoints��
The upper abstraction layer� the RDF�S layer or metaschema layer is

used to group schema entities into semantic units called metaclasses� We can
distinguish between the metaclasses of classes �e�g�� rdfs�Class� and meta�
classes of properties ��rdf�Property�� As we will see later in Figure ���� in
order to introduce user�de�ned metaclasses� the core RDF�S metaclasses can
also be re�ned using the RDF�S property rdfs�subClassOf�
Finally� the uniqueness of �meta�schema labels and the ability to reuse

labels from several schemas is ensured by the XML namespace facility �������
With the use of an XML namespace� descriptive terms �i�e�� �meta�class or
property names� are uniquely identi�ed as normal web resources by a URI
composed from their names pre�xed with the namespace of their schema
�e�g�� ns��Artifact��

����� Triple vs� Graph�based RDF�S Representation

Choosing a good data model to represent RDF�S descriptions and schemas is
a core choice in order to design and formally de�ne an RDF�S manipulation
language� In particular� a query language describes in a declarative fashion�
the mapping from an input instance of the data model to an output instance
of the data model� In the previous section� we have seen that a direct usage
of the XML syntax �and its underlying tree data model� in order to represent
RDF�S �meta�data is not appropriate� since semantically equivalent descrip�
tions may have several XML serializations� In this section� we compare two
candidate RDF�S representations based on triple and graph models�
The triple�based model� provides a �at relational representation of RDF�S

schemas and resource descriptions� More precisely� each RDF�S graph �i�e�� a
data or schema description� is represented as a set of edges� called state�
ments� A statement is composed of a named edge �a property� and two
end nodes �a resource and a value�� Each statement can be represented by
a triple having a subject �e�g�� �r��� a predicate �e�g�� fname�� and an ob�
ject �e�g�� �Pablo��� The set of all statements referring to the same subject

� The pre�xes rdf and rdfs are used to denote the namespaces where the basic RDF
and RDFS modeling constructs 
either at the schema or metaschema layers� are
respectively de�ned
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�i�e�� the same URI� constitute its corresponding description� For instance�
the description of the resource �r� �lines ������ under the form of triples
��subject� predicate� object�� is given below�

��r� rdf�type Cubist�
��r� paints �r��
��r� paints �r	�
��r� rdf�type Painting�
��r	 rdf�type Painting�
��r� rdf�type Sculptor�

Moreover� triples can also be used to represent RDF schemas� For exam�
ple� the description of the classes Artist and Artifact as well as that of the
property creates �line ���� is represented by the following triples�

�Artist rdf�type rdfs�Class�
�Artifact rdf�type rdfs�Class�
�creates rdf�type rdf�Property�
�creates rdfs�domain Artist�
�creates rdfs�range Artifact�

An alternative RDF�S representation is based on directed graphs with la�
bels on nodes and edges � This representation extends well�known semistruc�
tured data models ����� by taking into account the peculiarities of RDF�S�
�meta�schema �or data� graph nodes are labeled with �meta�class names
�or resource URIs� while edges de�ned between these nodes are labeled
with property names� Classes and properties can also be related at the
�meta�schema layer though additional subsumption edges while nodes at the
various abstraction layers are connected thought instantiation edges� Fig�
ure ��� presents visually the graph representation of a cultural Portal catalog�
a small part of which was represented previously in the RDF�XML syntax�
The upper part of Figure ��� refers to the metaschema layer employed by

our application example and consists of the metaclasses of classes RealWorl�
dObject andWebResource and the metaclass of properties SchemaProperty�
whose instances are the properties related and maxCardinality� The mid�
dle part of Figure ��� refers to the schema layer of our application example
and essentially comprises two schemas� The schema on the left de�nes basic
cultural entities� such as Artist and Artifact� and related properties� such
as technique� creates and exhibited� The schema on the right provides the
concepts needed by the application to describe the resources according to
the administrative information they contain� e�g�� the title �title�� the date of
last modi�cation �last modi�ed� and the size ��le size� of each resource� Both
classes and properties are further re�ned� forming subsumption hierarchies�
The lower part of Figure ��� represents the resources descriptions created
according to these schemas� As previously stated� properties can be inher�
ited �e�g�� the subclass Sculptor also has the property lname and therefore
this property can be used in the description of resource �r���� they can be
attached more than once to a resource �e�g�� the property paints to resource
�r��� they are unordered �e�g�� the properties fname and lname of �r� may
occur in any order� and optional �e�g�� the property lname is not used by the
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Fig� ���� An example cultural portal

resource �r��� Note that due to multiple classi�cation� the resource �r�� is
classi�ed under the classes Painting and ExtResource �not pairwise related
with a subsumption relationship� and therefore �r� can be described using
properties attributed to both classes�
Compared to the triple�based representation� the graph�based representa�

tion of RDF�S schema and resource descriptions provides a number of signi��
cant advantages� End�users are liberated from the arduous task of expressing
joins over individual triples �i�e�� edges� in order to navigate��lter complex
description graphs� Developers� can more easily understand the semantics of
the created and queried description graphs� especially when classes or prop�
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erties are related through subsumption relationships and therefore additional
triples can be inferred from the original descriptions� Finally� database en�
gines have more optimization opportunities in terms of storage volumes and
query execution times compared to a monolithic RDF�S representation by a
�at and untyped triple�table� Readers are referred to ���	� ���� for further
details and experimental results on the e�cient processing of RDF�S graphs�

����� A Formal Data Model for RDF

In this section we introduce a formal data model for RQL bridging and rec�
onciling W	C RDF Model � Syntax with Schema speci�cations ������ �����
which is based on directed labeled graphs� Compared to the RDF�S speci�
�cations� the main contribution of the RQL model is the introduction of a
semistructured type system for RDF schemas� as well as� the representation
of RDF descriptions as atomic or complex data values� The connection be�
tween the two worlds is ensured by a type interpretation function� which �a�
does not impose a strict typing on the descriptions �e�g�� a resource may be
liberally described using optional and repeated properties which are loosely�
coupled with classes�� �b� permits superimposed descriptions of the same
resources �e�g�� by classifying resources under multiple classes which are not
necessarily related by subsumption relationships�� and �c� allows for a �exi�
ble schema re�nement �e�g�� through specialization of both entity classes and
properties��
RDF resource descriptions ������ are represented as directed labeled graphs�

whose nodes are called resources �or literal and container values� and edges
are called properties� RDFS schemas ����� are also represented as directed
acyclic labelled graphs and essentially de�ne vocabularies of labels for graph
nodes� called classes �or literal and container types� and edges called property
types�
More formally� we initially assume the existence of the following countably

in�nite and disjoint sets of symbols�
� M � fm��m� � � �g� metaclass names
� C � fc�� c� � � �g� class names
� P � fp�� p� � � �g� property names
� U � fu�� u� � � �g� resource URIs
� O � fo�� o� � � �g� container values
� L� literals� strings� integers� dates� etc�
These sets of symbols are used to label the nodes and edges of an RDF�S

graph �at the data� schema and metaschema abstraction layers�� More specif�
ically� M represents the set of metaclass names� Metaclasses can be distin�
guished into metaclasses of classes� denoted byMc� and metaclasses of prop�
erties� denoted byMp �M�Mc�Mp�� The former includes also the default
RDF�S name rdfs�Class and the latter the default RDF�S name rdf�Property�
representing respectively the root of the subsumption hierarchy of meta�
classes of classes and properties� The set C contains also the default RDF�S
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name rdfs�Resource representing the root of the user�de�ned class hierarchy
�schema layer��
Although not illustrated in Figure ���� RDF�S also supports structured

values called containers �data layer�� The set P � apart from property names�
includes also the arithmetic labels f����	�� � � g used as property names for the
members of container values� The set of all container values is denoted as
O� Each RDF�S container value can be uniquely identi�ed by a URI and
can be an instance of one and only one bulk type in Bt� namely rdf�Bag�
rdf�Seq and rdf�Alt� Furthermore� the domain of every literal type t in Lt

�e�g�� string� integer� date� etc�� is denoted as dom	t
� while L represents the
set �t�Ltdom�t�� i�e�� the de�nition of the default RDF�S name rdfs�Literal�
As a matter of fact� Lt represents the set of all XML basic datatypes that
can be used by an RDF�S schema ������
Each RDF schema uses a �nite number of metaclass namesM�M� class

names C�C� and property names P �P� as well as the sets of type names
Lt and Bt� The property names are de�ned using metaclass� class� literal
or container type names� such that for every p�P � domain�p��M�C and
range�p��M�C�Bt�Lt ������

Definition � An RDF�S schema graph RS is a six�tuple RS � �VS � ES �
�� ���� N�� where N �M�C�P�Bt�Lt and
� VS is a set of nodes and ES is a set of edges� where VS �M�C�Bt�Lt
and ES�P �����

� � is an incidence function � � ES�VS�VS ���	�
� � is a labeling function � � VS � ES � �M ���
�
� � is a subsumption relation� such that�
� rdfs�Class is the root of the hierarchy of metaclasses of classes
� rdf�Property is the root of the hierarchy of metaclasses of properties
� rdfs�Resource is the root of the class hierarchy ����� �

The incidence function � represents the domain �rdfs�domain� and range
�rdfs�range� of properties and imposes the restriction that the domain and
range of a property must be unique ������ Using the example of Figure ����
the property edge creates connects the class nodes Artist and Artifact� The
labeling function � captures the rdf�type edges connecting the names of
the schema layer with those of the metaschema ������ In particular� ap�
plied to the nodes of an RDF�S schema graph� � returns the names of
one or more metaclasses of classes� while applied on edges� it returns the
names of one or more metaclasses of properties� For instance� the schema
class Artist has an rdf�type edge to the metaclass of classes RealWorldOb�
ject� The incidence function � and the labeling function � are total on the
sets ES and VS � ES respectively� This fact does not exclude the case of
nodes not related with a schema property edge� Furthermore� we assume
that the node and edge labels of an RDF�S schema graph are unique� i�e��
we adopt a unique name assumption in N �possibly using namespace URIs
for disambiguation�� �Meta�schema names are �nally organized in subsump�
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tion hierarchies through the relation ���� capturing the rdfs�subClassOf and
rdfs�subPropertyOf edges ������
In order to provide a crystal clear de�nition of the RDF�S data model

semantics� we introduce the notion of a valid RDF�S schema graph imposing
adequate restrictions on the formed RDF�S schema graphs�

Definition � An RDF�S schema graph RS � �VS � ES � �� ���� N� is valid
if and only if�
� For the labeling function �� it holds that�
� if c�C and ��c� � fm�� � � � �mng� for every i� �� � � � n�� mi�Mc �	���
� if p�P and ��p� � fm�� � � � �mng� for every i� �� � � � n�� mi�Mp �	�	�

� For the subsumption relation �� it holds that�
� the relation � is a strict partial order �irreexive� antisymmetric and
transitive relation� � �	�
�

� if p��p��P and p��p�� then domain�p���domain�p�� and range�p���
range�p�� �	���

� for every n � n�� n� n� �C or n� n� �P or n� n� �Mc or n� n� �Mp �	���
�

Condition ��� states that every class must be an instance only of meta�
classes of classes� Condition ��� states that a property must be an instance
only of metaclasses of properties� Condition ��� imposes that the subsump�
tion relation is essentially an acyclic� binary order relation� so that RDF�S
schema or metaschema hierarchies form a directed acyclic graph �DAG�� As a
matter of fact� RDF�S subsumption hierarchies are essentially semi�lattices�
Condition ��� imposes that the domain and range of a subproperty must be
subsumed by the domain and range of its super�properties� Condition ��

restricts the application of the subsumption relation between �meta�schema
names of the same kind �e�g�� hierarchies between metaclasses and classes
are not allowed�� The above constraints guarantee that the union of two
valid RDF schema graphs is always valid w�r�t� the inclusion semantics of
�meta�class and property subsumption�
Resource descriptions are de�ned using a �nite set of resource URIs U�U �

literal L�L or container values O�O and property names P � such that every
p�P emanates from a node in U and ends to a node in U � L �O ������

Definition 	 An RDF resource description RD� instance of an RDF�S
schema graph RS��VS � ES � �� ���� N�� is a quintuple RD��RS� VD� ED� �� ���
such that�
� VD is a set of nodes and ED is a set of edges� where VD � U� �L�O and
ED�P �
���

� � is an incidence function � �ED�VD�VD �
�	�

� A relation R is irre�exive� when it does not hold that iRi� In case of
class�metaclass and property hierarchies� it means that i��i� A relation R is anti�
symmetric� when� if iRj� then it does not hold that jRi� A relation R is transitive�
when� if iRj and jRk� then iRk� The symbol � extends � with equality 
thus�
the re�exive property holds��
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� � is a labeling function � �VD��
C�Lt �Bt �
�
� �

The incidence function � represents the set of relationships and attributes
attached to resources ������ The labeling function � captures essentially the
rdf�type edges� connecting the RDF data graph with an RDF�S schema graph
������ In particular� applied to resource nodes � returns the names of one or
more classes� while applied to value nodes it returns either a literal or a bulk
type name� The incidence function � and the labeling function � are total on
the sets ED and VD respectively�
As in the case of RDF�S schemas� we introduce in the sequel the notion

of a valid RDF resource description�

Definition 
 An RDF resource description RD��RS� VD� ED� �� �� is valid
if and only if RS is a valid RDF�S schema and�
� for every node n�VD�
� if n�U 	 ��n� � C �����
� if n�L	 ��n� � Lt ���	�
� if n�O 	 ��n� � Bt ���
�

� for every p�ED from node n to node n��
� 
c���n�� c�domain�p��
c����n��� c� � range�p� ����� �

Condition ��� states that a data resource is instance only of classes�
Condition ��� ����� states that a literal �container� value is an instance of
one and only one literal �bulk� type� Condition ��� imposes that a data
resource �or literal� container value� to whom a property is applied �ends��
must be an instance of the class �or type� constituting the domain �range�
of the property� The above constraints guarantee that the union of two valid
RDF resource descriptions is always valid w�r�t� the inclusion semantics of
class and property subsumption�

����	 A Type System for RDF

Schemas or types have been traditionally exploited in the database world by
query languages� such as OQL ������� for several reasons�
Clear data interpretation� a type system provides an unambiguous under�

standing of the nature of RDF�S data returned by a query� For example�
we can understand that a URI identi�es uniquely a data resource and
not a class or property�

Error detection and safety� due to typing rules� we can �on the one hand�
ensure the safety of operations and �on the other hand� check the
validity of their compositions� For instance� arithmetic operations on class
names are meaningless�

Better Performance� a type system can provide valuable clues for designing
a better storage for RDF�S graphs� while it can facilitate the e�cient
processing of queries �e�g�� rewriting path expressions��
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In order to introduce a type system for the RDF�S data model� a num�
ber of requirements must be taken into consideration� Firstly� in contrast
to object�oriented schemas� RDF�S properties �i�e�� attributes and relation�
ships� are self�existent� For instance� one can query the property creates re�
gardless of whether it emanates from resources that are instances of the class
Artist or its subclass Painter� Secondly� due to the existence of the data�
schema�metaschema abstraction layers� the instances of a type could be data
of another type� For example� instances of the metaclass rdf�Property are
schema properties like creates� while instances of this property are �binary�
sequences� Lastly� container values may have heterogeneous contents e�g�� lit�
eral or other container values� resource URIs or �meta�class and property
names� The type system foreseen by RQL is given below�

� � �Mc
j �Mp

j �C j �P ��� � � j �U j �L j f�g j �� � ��� � � ��� � � � � n � �n� j
�� � ��  � � ��  � � � n � �n�

where �Mc
is a metaclass of classes type� �Mp

is a metaclass of proper�

ties type� �C is a class type� �P ��� � � is a property type� �U is the type of
resource URIs �including the URIs of namespaces�� �L is a literal type
in Lt� f�g is a bag type� ��� is a sequence type and ��� is the alternative
type� Alternatives in our model capture the semantics of union �or variant�
types ����
� and they are also ordered �i�e�� integer labels play the role of
union member markers�� Since there exists a prede�ned ordering of labels
for sequences and alternatives� labels can be omitted �for bags� labels are
meaningless�� Furthermore� no subtyping relation is de�ned in RDF�S� The
set of all types one can construct from the �meta�class or property names�
the resource URIs and the literal or container types is denoted as T�
The RQL type system provides all the components we need to capture

collections with homogeneous and heterogeneous contents� as well as to uni�
formly interpret metaclasses� classes and properties� Thus� classes and meta�
classes can be interpreted as unary relations �i�e�� bags� of type f�Ug �data
layer� and f�g � � � f�C � �P g �schema layer� respectively� while properties
can be interpreted �data layer� as binary relations �i�e�� bag of sequences� of
type f��U � �U �g for relationships and f��U � �L�g for atomic attributes� When
the property range is a bulk type then the corresponding interpretation in�
volves container values of an appropriate bag or sequence or alternative
type� The notation �P ��� � � for property types indicates the exact type of
its domain and range ��rst and second position in the sequence�� Properties
whose domain and range are metaclasses� are interpreted �schema layer� as
f���� ���g � ��� �� � f�C � �P g depending on whether the domain �range� of
the property is a metaclass of classes or of properties� Generally speaking�
�meta�schema names in RDF�S play a dual role� both as labels and containers
�disambiguation depends on the operation context�� For instance� the name
Artist refers to the schema graph node with the same label �class label�� but
also to the resource URIs which are direct and indirect instances of this class�
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The instantiation of �meta�schema names with a �nite set of resource URIs
�or schema names� is captured by appropriate population functions�

Definition � A class population function� �c � C � �U � assigns a �nite
set of resource URIs to a schema class such that�
� for every c� c��C� c � c�� v��c 	 v ���c� ����� �

In order to capture instantiation of metaclasses of classes and properties
we also de�ne the population functions �Mc

�Mc� �C and �Mp
�Mp� �P �

Note that the population functions are the inverse of the labeling functions
� employed at each abstraction layer �de�nitions � and 	�� These functions
are partial� due to the fact that there may be �meta�classes without popula�
tion� Furthermore� since we can multiply classify resources �or class� property
names� under several �meta�classes� �c �or �Mc

� �Mp
� is non�disjoint� How�

ever� condition �� imposes that a resource URI �or class� property name�
appears only once in the extension of a �meta�class even though it can be
classi�ed more than once in its subclasses �i�e�� it belongs to its �closest�
class wrt the de�ned subsumption hierarchy�� It should be stressed that� by
default� we use an extended �meta�class interpretation� denoted by ��� in�
cluding both the proper instances of a �meta�class and the instances of its
subclasses�

���n� � ��n� � f��n��jn� � ng
The set of all values one can construct from the class or property names�
the resource URIs and the literal and container values using the RQL type
system is denoted as V and the interpretation function ����� of RQL types is
de�ned as follows�

Definition � Given a population function � of �meta�schema names� the
interpretation function ����� is de�ned as follows�
� literal types� ���L�� � dom��L�
� resource types� ���U �� � u � U

� metaclass types� ���m�� � fvjv � ��M �m�g
� class types� ���c�� � fvjv � ��c �c�g
� property types� ���p���� ����� � f�v�� v��jv� � ������� v� � ������g�f�v

�

�� v
�

��j�p� �� ��� �
�

���
v�
�
� ��� �

�
��� v�

�
� ��� �

�
��� p� � pg

� bag types� ��f�g�� � ffv�� � � � � vjgjj � 
�i � ����j�� vi � ��� ��g
� sequence types� ���� ��� � f�� � v�� � � v��� � � �n � vn�jn � 
�i� ����n�� vi� ���i��g
� alternative types� ���� ��� ���� � � � n ��n����fi �vi ji� ��� � �n�� vi� ���i��g �

In order to ensure a set�based interpretation of RQL types� restriction
���� on �meta�class population is also applied to the interpretation of sub�
properties� In the rest of the chapter� we use the terms class and property
extent to denote their corresponding interpretations�
On the whole� taking advantage of the RQL types T and values V� we

introduce formally the notions of a description schema and base�

Definition  A description schema S is a tuple S � �RS� ��� where
RS � �VS � ES � �� ���� N� is a valid RDF�S schema graph and � is a type
function � � N � T �
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Fig� ���� The RQL formal
data model

The typing function �� which is total on N � relates �meta�class names
with �meta�class types and property names with property types� In addition�
it relates the basic XML Schema or RDF�S container type names with the
RQL literal or bulk types�

Definition � A description base D� instance of a description schema
S � �RS� ��� is a tuple D � �RD�	�� where RD � �RS� VD � ED� �� �� is
a set of valid RDF resource descriptions and 	 is a valuation function
	 � VD � ED � V � such that�
� for every n�VD� 	�n�� ������n���� �����
� for every p�ED� from node n to node n�� �	�n�� 	�n���� ����p��� ���	� �

The valuation function 	 relates the nodes and edges of RDF resource
descriptions with one of the values in V � Conditions ��� and ��� impose that
the value of a node �edge� belongs to the interpretation of the type attached
to the label of that node �edge�� Finally� atomic nodes valuated with literals
belong to the interpretation of concrete types like string� integer� date� etc�
In Figure ��� we summarize graphically the formal de�nitions introduced

in this section� An RDF schema graph RS consists of a set of names N� con�
nected through subsumption ��� and property edges ���� An RDF resource

description RD is also a graph comprising a set of resource URIs and lit�
eral �or container� values which are connected through property edges� Both
graphs can be represented using triples of the form �subject� predicate�

object�� Then� when RS and RD satisfy appropriate validity constraints we
are able to map the schema names N to a �nite set of RQL types T �function
�� and the description triples to a �nite set of RQL values V �function 	��
RS and T constitute a description schema S� while V and RD constitute a
description base D� which are connected through a type interpretation �����
mapping RQL types to values�
Compared to RDF�S ������ ���� and the recently proposed RDF Seman�

tics ������� as well as OWL ������ and its predecessor DAML�OIL �������
the RQL data model and type system� �a� make a clear distinction between
the di�erent RDF�S abstraction layers �data� schema� metaschema�� �b� en�
force the constraint that the domain and range of a property must always
be de�ned and be unique� and �c� forbid the existence of cycles in the sub�
sumption hierarchies� The �rst constraint allows the unambiguous de�nition
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of appropriate interpretation functions to pass from one layer to another�
Regarding the domain and range of properties� permitting an optional decla�
ration of multiple domains and ranges� as RDF Semantics ������ does� results
in properties whose semantics are completely unclear and whose values may
be both resources and literals� This freedom leads to semantic inconsistencies�
resources should be uniquely identi�ed by their URIs� while literals by their
values� Moreover� this constraint ensures that specialized properties preserve
set inclusion semantics of their domain and range� Finally� the introduction
of cycles may considerably a�ect the semantics of already created RDF�S
schemas and resource descriptions� especially when the subclass declarations
are provided in many� di�erent namespaces� while class equivalence relation�
ships may still be expressed explicitly� using properties as equivalentTo �
de�ned by OWL ������� that have as domain and range metaclasses�

��� The RDF Query Language� RQL

The data model and type system previously presented enable the de�nition
of a well�founded semantics of a declarative RDF�S query language involving
recursion and functional composition� Exploiting its formal background�RQL
constitutes a typed� declarative query language for uniformly navigating on
RDF�S graphs at all abstraction layers�
In the next sections� we are going to illustrate RQL�s expressiveness by

means of queries of increasing complexity� while exhibiting how this querying
�exibility is accomplished due to the type system used �for an exhaustive
comparison of RQL with other RDF Query languages� readers are referred
to �������� The example of Figure ��� is employed as a running example for all
the RQL queries presented in this section� Readers can explore the expressive
power of RQL with the RQL online demo�� where one can experiment with
queries and see the results either in RDF�XML syntax or in HTML produced
after appropriate XSLT processing�

��	�� Basic Querying Functionality

Due to its functional nature� RQL can compose basic queries and iterators
into complex queries� The basic RQL queries essentially constitute a simple
browsing interface with minimal knowledge of the employed schema�s� for
RDF description bases� For instance� in Knowledge Portals for each topic
�i�e�� class�� one can navigate to its subtopics �i�e�� subclasses� and eventu�
ally discover the resources �or their total number� which are directly classi�
�ed under them� Similar needs are exhibited for the classi�cation schemas
used in E�Marketplace registries� To accommodate these needs� RQL pro�
vides appropriate functions for traversing recursively the class�property hier�
archies de�ned in a �meta�schema� such as subClassOf�subPropertyOf and

� http�������������������RDF�RQL�
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superClassOf�superPropertyOf� In order to retrieve the direct subclasses
or superclasses of a �meta�class� these query expressions can be used with the
operator ��� �respectively for properties�� For example� the query

subClassOf�	Artist


returns a bag with the class names Painter and Sculptor� These functions
may also be used with a second integer parameter� in order to return� e�g��
subclasses of Artist up to depth ��

subClassOf	Artist� �


Furthermore� to retrieve root and leaf nodes of the subclass�subproperty
hierarchies at the schema layer� RQL provides prede�ned functions with no
arguments� namely topclass �topproperty� and leafclass �leafproperty��
To query the metaschema these functions have overloaded signatures so they
can be applied on metaclasses e�g��

subClassOf	Class


will return the metaclasses �of type �Mc
� RealWorldObject and WebResource�

In order to �nd the de�nition of a speci�c property one can use the functions
domain and range� For instance�

domain	creates


range	creates


retrieve the domain and range of property creates� thus returning the class
namesArtist andArtifact respectively� On the other hand� domain	maxCardinality

will return the metaclass Property�

RQL�s ability to functionally compose basic query expressions into more
complex ones is ensured by the type system presented in Subsection ����	�
For instance�
If e is an expression of type class �or metaclass�	 then subClassOf�e� �or
superClassOf�e�� is a valid expression of type bag of classes �or meta�
classes�
 Otherwise a type error is returned

This kind of restrictions and inferences is captured by the typing rules of basic
data and schema queries illustrated in Tables ��� and ���� Each rule repre�
sents the drawing of a conclusion �the part below the horizontal line� on the
basis of a premise �the part above the horizontal line�� static type�checking is
based on the validity of this premise for the corresponding RQL expression�
For example� the expression range	Artist
 will return at compile�time a
type error since the function range	
 takes as operand only expressions �in�
cluding names� of type property �rule ��� of Table �����
More generally� since we are placed in a semistructured context� the whole

RDF�S description graph can be viewed as a collection of nodes�edges� Then�
schema nodes and edges can be queried as normal data using metaclass
names� which serve essentially as entry�points to the corresponding graph
�rule ���� of Table ����� Using� for instance� the core RDF metaclasses Class
and Property �of type �M � as basic RQL queries� we obtain in our example
the names of all classes �of type �C� and properties �of type �P � illustrated
in Figure ���� Of course� user�de�ned metaclasses �e�g�� RealWorldObject or
SchemaProperty� can also be used as basic queries to retrieve the schema
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Table ���� Schema Operations

Query Expression Typing Rules

sub�superClassOf���
e ��� � �f�C � �Mg�

e��fsubClassOf�superClassOfg
e�
e� � f�g


�

sub�superClassOf���
e� � �� � � f�C � �Mg� e� � integer�

e� � fsubClassOf� superClassOfg
e�
e�� e�� � f�g


	�

sub�superPropertyOf���
e ��P ���� ����

e��fsubPropertyOf� superPropertyOfg
e�
e� � f�P ���� ���g


��

sub�superPropertyOf���
e� � �P ���� ���� e� � integer�

e� � fsubPropertyOf� superPropertyOfg
e�
e�� e�� � f�P ���� ���g


��

top�leafclass
e � ftopclass� leafclassg

e � f�Cg

��

top�leafproperty
e � ftopproperty� leafpropertyg

e � f�P ���� ���g

��

domain
e � �P ���� ���� �� � f�C � �Mg

domain
e� � ��

��

range
e � �P ���� ���� �� � f�C � �M � �Lg

range
e� � ��

��

typeof
e � �� 
� � �U j � � f�C � �P ���� ���g

typeof
e� � 
f�Cg j f�Mg�

��

namespace
e � �� � � f�C � �M � �P ���� ���� �Lg

namespace
e� � f�Ug

��

classes or properties de�ned as their instances� In addition� to retrieve only
the schema properties representing relationships or attributes of resources at
the schema layer �e�g�� all the properties of Figure ��� except maxCardinality
and related�� one can use the built�in RQL metaclass DProperty�
In the same style� we can access any RDF graph nodes and edges at the

data layer� by just writing the appropriate schema names� For instance� the
query�

Artist

returns a bag containing the URIs �i�e�� f�Ug� �r�� �r� �r� and �r��� since
these resources belong to the extent of Artist� By considering properties as
binary relations� the basic query�

creates

returns the bag of ordered pairs of resources �i�e�� f��U � �Ug� belonging to the
extended interpretation of creates�
In order to obtain only the proper instances of a class�property �i�e��

only the nodes�edges labeled with the class�property name�� one can use
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Table ���� Data Operations

Query Expression Typing Rules

count
e � f�g

count
e� � integer

�

min� max
e � f�g� � �finteger� float� dateg� e��fmin�maxg

e�
e� � �

	�

avg� sum
e � f�g� � �finteger� floatg� e��favg� sumg

e�
e� � �

��

bag
e� � �� e� � �� � � � � en � �
bag
e�� e�� � � � � en� � f�g


��

seq
e� � ��� e� � ��� � � � � en � �n

seq
e�� e�� � � � � en� � ���� ��� � � � � �n�

��

ith
e � ���� ��� � � � � �n�� i � integer� i� ���n�


e�i�� � �i

��

in
e � �� e� � f�g


e in e�� � boolean

��

set operations
e� � f�g� e� � f� �g� � � � ��

� � fintersect� union� minusg

e� � e�� � f�g


��

comp
e � �� e� � � �� � � � �� ��
�� � �� �������� like�


e � e�� � boolean

��

�name
e � �� � � f�C � �M � �P ���� ���g

�e � feval
��g

��

the restricting operator ���� In our example� the result of query �Artist is
the empty bag� since no resource has been directly classi�ed as instance of
Artist� Due to the dual nature of RDF �meta�schema names both as labels
and collections� we use in rule ���� of Table ��� an eval function� such that�
eval��� � � � i� d � ��� ��� d � � �

This function returns the type of the instances of an RDF �meta�schema
name� depending on its type� for example� instances of an RDF class are
resources �of type �U �� More precisely�
� eval��M � � ��C j �P �
� eval��C� � �U
� eval��P ���� ������eval����� eval�����
� eval��L� � �L
� eval�f�g� � f�g
� eval����� ��� � � � � �n�� � ���� ��� � � � � �n�
� eval����  ��  � � � �n�� � � � 
i�� � � � n�� � � �i
For cases where several schemas are used at the same time� RQL provides

the function namespace� in order to retrieve the �meta�schema namespace
where a name is de�ned �rule ����� Table ����� For example� the query�

namespace	Artist
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returns the URI http���www�icom�com�schema�rdf� In cases where the
same names are de�ned in di�erent schemas� one can use the RQL using

namespace clause� in order to resolve such naming con�icts explicitly� e�g��
ns�Artist

USING NAMESPACE ns��http���www�icom�com�schema�rdf�

Furthermore� using the RQL function typeof �rule ���� Table �����
one can �nd all classes �or metaclasses� under which a given resource �or
class�property name� is classi�ed� For example� the query�

typeof	�http���www�artchive�com�crucifixion�jpg


returns a bag consisting of the class names ExtResource and Sculpture�
Apart from the basic querying functionality presented above� there are

several other query facilities that add to the expressiveness of RQL� One
of the additional querying facilities is the support of set�based queries and
container queries� In particular�RQL supports common set operators �union�
intersect� minus�� which can be applied on collections of the same type �rule
���� Table ����� For example� the RQL expression�

Sculpture intersect ExtResource

returns a bag with the URIs of all resources which are classi�ed under both
Sculpture and ExtResource� According to our example� only the resources
�r� and �r�� are classi�ed under both classes�
As we can observe from the above query� RQL also permits the manip�

ulation of RDF container values� More precisely� we can explicitly construct
Bags and Sequences using the basic RQL queries bag and seq �rules ��� and
�� � Table ����� To access a member of a Sequence we can use the operator
�� �� with an appropriate position index �rule ����� If the speci�ed member
element does not exist� a runtime error is returned� Furthermore� the Boolean
operator in can be used to test membership in Bags �rule ����� For example�
the query�

seq	domain	creates
� range	creates

���

returns the �rst element of the sequence� while
�www�culture�net�picasso��� in Painter

is true� since the resource www
culture
net�picasso�� belongs to the extent
of Painter�
For data �ltering� RQL relies on standard Boolean predicates� such as ��

�� � and like �for string pattern matching�� All operators can be applied on
literal values �i�e�� strings� integers� reals� dates� or resource URIs �rule �����
For example� the expression �X��www
museum
es� is an equality condition
between resource URIs� It should be stressed that this also covers comparisons
between �meta�class or property names� In this case� the application of these
predicates corresponds to a subsumption test� For instance� the condition
�Painter 
 Artist� returns true� since the �rst operand is a subclass of
the second� Disambiguation is performed in each case by examining the type
of operands �e�g�� literal values vs� URI equality� lexicographical vs� class
ordering� etc���
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Table ���� Formal interpretation of the basic RQL path expressions

Path
Expression

Interpretation

Data � cfXg fv j v � ���c��g
Path 	� fXgpfY g f�v�� v�� j �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� fXg�PfY g f�v�� p� v�� j p � ���Mp ��� �v�� v�� � ����p���� �����g
�� �XfY g f�c� v� j c � ���Mc ��� v � ����c��g

Schema �� ClassfXg fc j c � ���Mc ��g
Path �� �X fc j c � ���Mc ��g

�� PropertyfPg fp j p � ���Mp ��g
�� �P fp j p � ���Mp ��g
�� cf�Cg fc� j c� � ���Mc ��� c� � cg
�� f�Xgpf�Y g f�c�� c�� j c�� c� � ���Mc ���

c� � domain
p�� c� � range
p�g
� �Xf�Y g f�c�� c�� j c�� c� � ���Mc ��� c� � c�g
	� f�Xg�Pf�Y g f�c�� p� c�� j p � ���MP

��� c�� c� � ���Mc ���
c� � domain
p�� c� � range
p�g

Mixed �� cfX� �Cg f�v� c�� j c� � ���Mc ��� c� � c� v � ����c� ��g
Path �� fX� �ZgpfY � �Wg f�v��c��v��c�� j c��c�� ���MC

��� c��domain
p��
v� � ����c� ��� c� � range
p��
v� � ����c� ��� �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� pfY � �Wg f�v�� c�� j c� � ���Mc ��� c� � range
p��
v� � ����c� ��� �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� fXgpfY � �Wg f�v�� v�� c�� j c� � ���Mc ��� c� � range
p��
v� � ����c� ��� �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� fXgpf�Wg f�v�� c�� j c� � ���Mc ��� c� � range
p��
v� � ����c� ��� �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� f�ZgpfY � �Wg f�c�� v�� c�� j c�� c�� ���MC
��� c��domain
p��

v� � ����c� ��� c� � range
p��
v� � ����c� ��� �v�� v�� � ���p���� �����g

�� fX� �Zg�PfY � �Wg f�v�� c�� p� v�� c�� j p� ���Mp ��� c�� c�� ���Mc ���
c� � domain
p�� v�� ����c� ���
c� � range
p�� v� � ����c� ���
�v�� v�� � ����p���� �����g

Lastly� RQL is also equipped with a complete set of aggregate functions
�min� max� avg� sum and count�� For instance� we can inspect the cardinality
of class extents �or of bags� using the count function� e�g���

count	 Painting 

Note that the parameter of aggregate functions may be any query returning
a collection of a proper type �rules ���������

��	�� RQL Filters

RQL supports SQL�like �lters� which use generalized path expressions �����
���	� ����� with variables on nodes and edges to traverse RDF�S description
graphs at arbitrary depths�
Thus� the SELECT�FROM�WHERE �lters provide a powerful tool to iterate

over collections with RDF data or schema information of any kind� The result
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of an RQL �lter is represented by an RDF Bag container value� on which
we can de�ne iterators using nested queries� while ordered tuples can be
represented by RDF Sequences and� as we have already seen� they can be
accessed through a position index �rule ����� In particular� the SELECT clause
de�nes �as usual� a projection over the variables whose values participate
in the result� Moreover� we can use �SELECT �� to include in the result the
values of all variables� This clause constructs an ordered tuple� whose arity
depends on the number of projection variables� The FROM clause hosts the
de�ned path expressions� which essentially de�ne the part of the RDF�S
graph that will participate in the evaluation of the query� In fact� a path
expression consists of a series of steps� Each step represents movement in a
particular direction by identifying node labels� and each step can apply one
or more predicates to eliminate nodes that fail to satisfy a given condition�
These �ltering conditions are declared at the �optional� WHERE clause� The
result of each step is a list of nodes that serves as a starting point for the
next step� Table ��	 presents the formal interpretation of the basic kinds of
RQL path expressions� Furthermore� we can use the �optional� clause USING
NAMESPACE for the de�nition of namespace pre�xes as explained previously�

RQL �lters are used in a variety of contexts and application cases� The
next sections illustrate how RQL exploits their presence to provide so�sti�
cated querying functionality�

��	�	 Schema Navigation

RQL extends the notion of generalized path expressions to entire class �or
property� inheritance paths in order to implement schema browsing or �l�
tering using appropriate conditions� This declarative query support for nav�
igating through taxonomies of classes and properties is especially useful for
real�scale applications� such as Portal catalogs� which employ large descrip�
tion schemas� Consider for instance the following query� where given a speci�c
schema property we want to �nd all related schema classes�

SELECT �C�� �C�

FROM ��C��creates��C��

The result of this query is a bag of type f��C � �C �g and is depicted in a
tabular form as�

�C� �C	
Artist Artifact
Artist Painting
Artist Sculpture
Sculptor Artifact
Sculptor Painting
Sculptor Sculpture
Painter Artifact

Painter Painting
Painter Sculpture
Cubist Artifact
Cubist Painting
Cubist Sculpture
Flemish Artifact
Flemish Painting
Flemish Sculpture

As in the case of core schema and data operations� the validity of op�
erations is ensured by means of appropriate type inference rules� Table ���
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Table ���� Basic Filters

Path
Expression

Typing Rules

Data
Paths

e � �� � � f�C � �Mg� eval
e� � � �


select x from efxg� � f� �g� x � � � 
�

e ��P ���� ���� eval
��� �� �

�� eval
��� �� �

�


select x� y from fxgefyg� � f�� �

�� �
�

��g�
x � � �

�� y � � �

�


	�

e � f�g

select x from efxg� � f�g� x � �


��

Schema
Paths

e � �P ��C � �C �

select �c�� �c� from f�c�gef�c�g� � f��C � �C �g�

�c� � �C � �c� � �C

��

e � �P ���� ���

select ��c�� ��c� from f��c�gef��c�g� � f���� ���g�

��c� � ��� ��c� � ��

��

Mixed
Paths

e � �P ��C � �C �

select �c�� x� �c�� y from fx� �c�gefy� �c�g� �

f��C � �U � �C � �U �g� �c� � �C � x � �U � �c� � �C � y � �U

��

e ��P ���� ���� eval
��� �� �

�� eval
��� �� �

�


select ��c�� x� ��c�� y from fx� ��c�gefy� ��c�g� �
f���� �

�

�� ��� �
�

��g� ��c� � ��� x � � �

�� ��c� � ��� y � � �

�


��

presents the typing rules used for RQL basic �lters and rule ��� is applicable
in this query� In particular� the FROM clause of this �lter uses a basic schema
path expression composed of the property name creates and two class vari�
ables �C� and �C �Schema Path ��� Table ��	�� with �f g� used to introduce
appropriate schema �or data� variables� In general� class variables are pre�xed
by �!� in order to be disambiguated syntactically from data variables and
schema names�
Since RDF properties can be applied to any subclass of their domain and

range �due to inclusion polymorphism�� the path expression �f�C�gcreatesf�Cg�
simply denotes that !C� and !C� iterate over subClassOf	domain	creates


and subClassOf	range	creates

 respectively �including the hierarchy roots��
We can observe that the above path expression essentially traverses the
rdfs�subClassOf links in the schema graph� It should be stressed that such
RQL path expressions can be composed not only of edge labels like creates�
but also of node labels like Artist� For instance� �Artistf�Cg� is a shortcut
for subClassOf	Artist
fCg �including the root class Artist� �Schema Path
�� Table ��	��
Let us now see how we can retrieve all related schema properties for a

speci�c class�
SELECT �P� range	�P


FROM ��C��P

WHERE �C�Painter
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The result of the above query contains all properties that may be ap�
plied on Painters� either because they are directly de�ned on class Painter or
because they are inherited from a superclass of Painter� In the FROM clause
of this query� we use another schema path expression composed of a class
variable !C and a property variable �P� In general� property variables �of
type �P � are pre�xed by �"� and are implicitly range�restricted on the set of
all data properties �i�e�� DProperty�� Then� for each valuation p of �P� the
class variable !C ranges over subClassOf	domain	p

� The condition in the
WHERE clause �lters �P valuations to keep only those properties for which
class Painter is equal to their domain �e�g�� paints� or is a valid subclass
of their domain �e�g�� creates� lname� fname�� In other words� the query is
equivalent to the �ltering condition �domain�P���Painter� evaluated over
DProperty �i�e�� DPropertyfPg�� We can observe that the above path ex�
pression traverses the rdfs�domain and rdfs�range links in conjunction to
the rdfs�subClassOf links in the schema graph� Note that in the result�
range	P
 is of type union ��C  �L�� since data properties may range to
classes and literal types�
In cases where we only want to �nd the relationships that can be ap�

plied on Painter� i�e�� only properties with class range� and iterate on their
subclasses �i�e�� get all possible range classes�� we can use the query�

SELECT �P� �Y

FROM ��Painter��P��Y�

In this case� �f�Painterg� simply denotes a �ltering condition of schema nodes
identi�ed by the name Painter and taking into account the rdfs�subClassOf
links� The symbol ��� is used as a syntactic way to disambiguate data vari�
ables from constant names� and determine the kind of the path �data vs�
schema path� accordingly� Thus� in the expression �f�Painterg�P�� the do�
main of �P is denoted to be Painter or any of its superclasses and it im�
plies the �ltering condition �Painter��domain��P��� The use of a schema
variable restricts the result to the properties with class range� More speci��
cally� it implies the condition �range��P� in Class�� In order to also include
properties with literal or metaclass range� we use the pre�x �!!� instead of
�!�� Furthermore� similar to the use of class names in path extremities� we
can also use literal type names� where applicable� e�g�� use the path expres�
sion �"Pf� stringg� to �nd all string�valued properties� Note� however� that
such a restriction� if imposed on the domain of a property� would produce a
compile�time type�error�
To illustrate the RQL schema querying capabilities combined with its

functional semantics� consider the query which retrieves all information re�
lated to class Painter �superclasses as well as direct or inherited properties��

seq	 Painter�

superClassOf	Painter
�

	 SELECT �P� domain	�P
� range	�P


FROM ��Painter��P 
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Fig� ���� HTML form of result

To collect all relevant information we explicitly construct a sequence with
three elements� The �rst element is a constant �Painter� interpreted by the
RQL type system as a class name �i�e�� of type �C�� The second element is a
bag containing the names of the superclasses of Painter �i�e�� of type f�Cg��
The third element� which corresponds to the RQL �lter� is a bag of sequences
with three elements� the �rst of type property names ��P �� the second of type
class ��C�� since a property domain is always a class� and the third of type
union �i�e�� Alternative� of class and literal type names� The result of the
query in HTML form is presented in Figure ��	�
We conclude this subsection� with a query illustrating how RQL schema

paths can be composed to perform more complex schema navigation� For
instance� the following query retrieves the properties that can be reached �in
one step� from the range classes of property creates�

SELECT �Y� �P� range	�P


FROM creates��Y���P

The result of this query is depicted in a tabular form as�

!Y "P range�"P �
Artifact exhibited Museum
Painting exhibited Museum
Sculpture exhibited Museum
Painting technique string
Sculpture material string

In the above query� the ��� notation implies a join condition between
the range classes of the property creates and the domain of �P valuations�
for each class name Y in the range of creates� we look for all properties
whose domain is !Y or a superclass� i�e�� ��Y 
� domain��P� and �Y 
�
range�creates��� This join condition enables us to follow properties which can
be applied to range classes of creates �i�e�� either because they are directly
de�ned or because they are inherited� to any subclass of the range of cre�
ates� Schema path expressions may also be exclusively composed of property
variables �with or without variables on domains and ranges�� For instance�
"P�"Q will retrieve all two�step schema paths emanating from the subclasses
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of the domain of "P and whose second part is either inherited from�de�ned
on superclasses�subclasses of the domain of "Q� RQL schema

��	�
 Data Navigation

The RQL generalized path expressions can also be used to navigate��lter
RDF description bases without taking into account the �domain and range�
restrictions implied by the properties in an RDF�S schema� This is quite
useful since resources can be multiply classi�ed and several properties coming
from di�erent class hierarchies may be used to describe the same resources� In
this context� path expressions may be liberally composed from node and edge
labels featuring both data or schema variables� In this case� the ��� notation
is used to introduce appropriate join conditions between the left and the right
part of the expression� depending on the kind of each path component and
the speci�c operations de�ned by them �i�e�� node vs� edge labels� data vs�
schema variables�� Consider� for example� the following query�

SELECT X� Y

FROM Museum�X��last modified�Y�

WHERE Y������������

In the FROM clause we use a data path expression with the class name Mu�
seum and the property name last modi�ed� The introduced data variables
X and Y range respectively over the extent of class Museum �i�e�� travers�
ing the rdf�type links connecting schema and data graphs� and the tar�
get values of the extent of property last modi�ed �i�e�� traversing properties
in the RDF data graph�� The ��� used to concatenate the two path com�
ponents� implies a join condition between the source values of the extent
of last modi�ed and X � Hence� this query is equivalent to the expression
�MuseumfXg	 fZglast modi�edfYg whereX � Z�� As we can see in Fig�
ure ���� the last modi�ed property has been de�ned with domain the class
ExtResource but� due to multiple classi�cation� X may be valuated with re�
sources also labeled with any other class name �e�g�� Museum� Artifact� etc���
The composition of the two paths is valid in terms of typing since both X

and the implied Z are of type �U � Thus� due to multiple classi�cation of
nodes� we can query paths in a data graph that are not explicitly declared
in the schema� For instance� �creates�exhibited�title� is not foreseen in any
RDF schema� since the domain of the title property is the class ExtResource
and not Museum� Yet� in our model X has the unique type �U � Y has type
the literal type date� the implied join conditions are comparisons between
values of type �U and the result of the above query is of type f��U � date�g�
According to our example� this query returns the sites www�museum�es ��r��
with last modi�cation date �


�
��
� and www�rodin�fr ��r��� with date
�


�
��
��
More complex forms of navigation through RDF description bases are

possible� using several data path expressions� For instance� to �nd the names
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of Artists whose Artifacts are exhibited in museums� along with the related
Museum titles� we issue the query�

SELECT V� R� Y� Z

FROM �X�creates�exhibited�Y��title�Z��

�X�fname�V�� �X�lname�R�

In the FROM clause we use three data path expressions� Variable X �Y � ranges
over the source �target� values of the creates �exhibited� property� Then�
the reuse of variable X in the other two path expressions simply introduces
implicit �equi��joins between the extents of the properties fname�lname and
creates on their source values� Since the range of property exhibited is the
class Museum we do not need to further restrict the labels for the Y values
in this query�

��	�� Combining Schema and Data Navigation

Up to now we have seen how we can query and navigate in schemas� as
well as how we can query and navigate in description graphs regardless of
the underlying schema�s�� RQL allows the combination of schema and data
�ltering and navigation� through the use ofmixed path expressions that enable
us to turn on or o� schema information during data �ltering with the use
of appropriate class and property variables� This functionality is illustrated
in the following query� which �nds the source and target values of properties
emanating from ExtResources �similar to Mixed Path ��� Table ��	��

SELECT X� Y

FROM �X�ExtResource��P�Y�

The mixed path expression of the above query� features both data �X � Y � and
schema variables on graph edges �"P �� The notation �fX�ExtResourceg� de�
notes a restriction onX to the resources that are �transitive� instances of class
ExtResource� "P is of type �P and is valuated to all properties having as a
domain ExtResource or one of its superclasses� Finally� Y is range�restricted�
for each successful binding of "P � to the corresponding target values� X is of
type �U � while the type of Y is a union of all the range types of ExtResource
properties� According to the schema of Figure ���� "P is valuated to �le size�
title and last modi�ed� while Y will be of type �integer string date�� Note
that this mixed path expression is not equivalent to the data path expression
�ExtResourcefXg�"PfY g�� which returns as a result not only the values
of the properties having as a domain ExtResource but also those with do�
main any class under which instances of ExtResource are multiply classi�ed
�e�g�� exhibited� technique�� Note that� when using constant class or property
names as the path�s elements� �e�g�� Museum� last modi�ed� path compo�
nents are automatically considered as data paths� if no variables are de�ned
on their extremities� On the other hand� paths containing property �"P� or
class �!X� variables as their elements� are treated as schema paths �i�e�� their
domain or range is used to infer the implied condition��
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The previous query introduced union type values in its result� The RQL
type system is equipped with rules allowing us to infer appropriate union
types� whenever it is required for query evaluation� Table �� presents the
typing rules applicable in cases of union type coercions� In these rules we use
the coerce function� which returns the types of the given expression for which
the corresponding operation is de�ned� The value of union type coercions is
more obvious in the following query�

SELECT X� �P� Y

FROM �X��P�Y�

WHERE Y �� ����������

In this query� Y is initially bound to a collection of type ��U  string  
float  integer  date�� Then� the condition in the WHERE clause imposes
an additional implicit type condition� Y values should be of type date �rule
�Ucomp� in Table���� As a consequence� the result of the query is of type
���U � �P � date���
Using RQL�s mixed path expressions� one can start querying resources ac�

cording to one schema� while discovering in the sequel how the same resources
are described using another schema� To our knowledge� none of the existing
query languages has the power of RQL path expressions� Consider� for ex�
ample� the following query that �nds related data and schema information of
resources� whose URI matches �www
museum
es�

SELECT X� 	 SELECT �W� 	 SELECT �P� Y

FROM �X��W��P�Y� 


FROM �W�X� 


FROM Resource�X�

WHERE X like !!www�museum�es""

In the above query� we are interested to discover� for each matching re�
source the classes under which it is classi�ed and then for each class� the
properties which are used along with their respective values� This grouping
functionality is captured by the two nested queries in the SELECT clause of
the external query� Note the use of string predicates such as like on resource
URIs� Then for each successful valuation of X �of type �U �� in the outer
query� variable !W iterates over the classes �type �C� having X in their ex�
tent� Finally� for each successful valuation of X and !W in the inner query�
variable "P iterates over the properties which may have !W as domain and
X as source value in their extent� by de�ning appropriate implicit �ltering
conditions on "P � According to the example of Figure ���� the type of Y is
the union ��U  string  date�� The �nal result of the query in HTML form
is presented in Figure ����
In cases where a grouped form of results is not desirable� we can easily

generate a �at triple�based representation �i�e�� subject� predicate� object� of
resource descriptions� For instance� to retrieve the description of resources�
excluding properties related to the class ExtResource� we issue the query�
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Table ���� Union type coercions

Union Type
Expression

Typing Rules

sub�super
ClassOfU

e � 
������� � � ��n�� �i � � � � � n�� �i�f�C � �Mg
e��fsubClassOf� superClassOfg�
e�
e� � f�i
�i�g� coerce
e� � �i
�i�


�

inbagU
e � �� e� � f
� �

� � � �

� � � � � � � �

n�g� �i � � � � � n�� � �

i � �

e in e�� � boolean� coerce
e�� � f�g


	�

Uinbag
e � 
�� � �� � � � � � �n�� e� � f� �g� �i � � � � � n�� �i � � �


e in e�� � boolean� coerce
e� � � � 
��

UinbagU

e � 
������� � � ��n�� e� �f
� �

��� �

��� � ��� �

m�g�
�i� � � � � n�� j� � � � �m�� k� � � � � l�� �i � � �

j
� � ��

k �

e in e�� �boolean�

coerce
e� ��k
� ��

k ��coerce
e�� �f�k
� ��

k �g


��

Uintersect
e �f
�� � �� � � � � � �n�g� e� �f� �g� �i� � � � � n�� �i � � �


e intersect e�� � f� �g� coerce
e� � f� �g

��

UintersectU

e �f
������� � � ��n�g� e� �f
� �

��� �

��� � ��� �

m�g�
�i� � � � � n�� j� � � � �m�� k� � � � � l�� �i � � �

j
� � ��

k �

e intersect e�� �f�k
� ��

k �g�
coerce
e� �f�k
� ��

k �g� coerce
e�� �f�k
� ��

k �g


��

Uminus
e �f
������� � ���n�g� e� �f� �g� �i� � � � � n�� �i � � �


e minus e�� � f
������� � ���n�g

��

minusU
e � f�g� e� � f
� �

� � � �

� � � � � � � �

n�g� �i� � � � � n�� � �

i � �

e minus e�� � f�g� coerce
e�� � f�g


��

UminusU
e � f
�� � �� � � � � � �n�g� e� � f
� �

� � � �

� � � � � � � �

m�g
�i� � � � � n�� j� � � � �m�� k� � � � �m�� �i � � �

j
� � ��

k �

e minus e�� �f
�� � �� � � � � � �n�g


��

Uunion
e � f
�� � �� � � � � � �n�g� e� � f� �g


e union e�� � f
�i
�i� � � ��g

��

UunionU
e � f
�� � �� � � � � � �n�g� e� � f
� �

� � � �

� � � � � � � �

m�g

e union e�� � f
�i
�i� ��j
�

�

j��g

�

Ucomp
e � 
������� � ���n�� e� �� ��

��f�� � ���������� likeg� �i� � � � � n�� �i�� �


e � e�� � boolean� coerce
e� � � �


	�

UcompU

e � 
�� � �� � � � � � �n�� e� � 
� �

� � � �

� � � � � � � �

m��
�i� � � � � n�� j� � � � �m�� k� � � � �m�� �i � � �

j
� � ��

k ��
� � 
�� � �� �������� like�


e � e�� �boolean� coerce
e� ��k
� ��

k �� coerce
e�� ��k
� ��

k �


��
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Fig� ���� HTML form of result

	 	 SELECT X� �P� Y FROM �X��P�Y� 


union

	 SELECT X� type� �W FROM �W�X� 
 


minus

	 	 SELECT X� �P� Y FROM �X�ExtResource��P�Y� 


union

	 SELECT X� type� ExtResource FROM ExtResource�X� 
 


In the above query� we essentially perform a set di�erence between the
entire set of resource descriptions �i�e�� the attributed properties and their
values� as well as� the class instantiation properties� and the descriptions of
resources which are instances of class ExtResource� Note that� since RQL
query results are also typed collections� we are able to perform static type�
checking when they are used �nested� in other queries �e�g� set operations�
scans on nested queries�� Regarding the typing of the two union query results�
which contain union type values� rules � and �� of Table �� hold� First� the
inferred type for the constants type and ExtResource �in the SELECT clause
of the two union subqueries� is �P �i�e�� a property name� and �C �i�e�� class
name�� Second� variables Y and !W �in the SELECT clause of the �rst union�
is of type ��U  string  float  integer  date� and �C � In this case� the
union operation is performed between subqueries of di�erent types�



� RQL� A Functional Query Language for RDF 	�

��� Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter� we have presented a formal graph data model captur�
ing the most salient features of RDF and a functional query language�
RQL� for uniformly querying both RDF schema and resource descriptions�
There currently exist two distinct implementations of RQL� one by ICS�
FORTH ��
�������
�
�������RDF�RQL� and the other by Aidministrator
�sesame�aidministrator�nl�rql� �� The latter implementation however does not
support the type system presented in this chapter� RQL is a generic tool used
by several EU projects �i�e�� C�Web� MesMuses� Arion and OntoKnowledge��
aiming at building� accessing and personalizing Community Knowledge Por�
tals� In conclusion� expressiveness of querying and static type checking were
the rationale behind our choice of a functional query language for RDF � It
turns out from our experience that RQL provides as well sound foundations
for the optimization of query evaluation� However this still remains a very
hard issue� We started looking at this problem by providing adequate en�
coding schemes for class and property taxonomies in order to optimize some
recursive queries ������
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